Ellis Van Gordon, now supt. Stanford university course, started in course maintenance work with Bell in 1923 at Annadale... Bill Malcolm, Annadale's supt., also started when Bell was greenkeeper there... The boys talked about Bell, in 1919, planting the first bent greens in Southern California... There were a lot of dismal forecasts made... Bob Henderson and Art "Scotty" Stephens, elders of the Buffalo (N. Y.) corps of greenkeepers have a good philosophy about keeping young in greenkeeping... They say a guy is kept young by so often having some damned new trouble he has to lick.

Jim Hoffman was kept busy wheeling his Roseman tractor around the Coliseum infield towing equipment in the demonstrations... Jim towed the Mascaro FG Aerifier around at high speed taking plugs out of the near-abode soil of the infield and hauled the Springfield sweeper at high speed in another convincing demonstration, picking up broken bottles, paper, butts of hot dogs, loose grass and leaves... Sprinkler demonstrations were impressive too... This outdoor demonstration program shows great promise... It needs a set program and some hills for complete testing, but the idea is going to grow.

Joe Durgen (R), pro, Clarkston (Wash.) G&CC instructs three members of Nez Perce tribe how to make use of new 3-hole course constructed at Nez Perce Indian reservation, Lapwai, Idaho. Archie Phinney, supt. of reservation and full-blooded member of the tribe, had the course built to save golfing tribesmen 25 mile trip to Clarkston. Among 25 Nez Percs who play regularly Durgen says some show promise of employing their natural athletic aptitude in becoming expert golfers.